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Information sur le projet
Titre: E.guide
Code Projet: LLP-LdV-ToI-SI-2008-27
Année: 2008
Type de Projet: Projets de transfert d'innovation
Statut: Clôturé
Pays: SL-Slovénie
Accroche marketing: E.guide is a highly interactive portal, designed for online career counselling and guidance. It
has been created for the usage of both counsellors and counselees, its most important and
practical innovation being the CHAT option, which enables a direct communication between
both parties. Interactive e-counselling is available in Slovenian, Swedish and French, while
the informational site also comes in English and Slovenian language. The portal has
prospects of being adapted into many more countries than Slovenia, Sweden and France, by
new TOI projects or actual organizations, handling career counselling and guidance. The
interest for the portal has already been shown in Slovenia, by the individual counsellors
attending Kadis’ trainings and organizations, who so far had the chance to view it.
Résumé: The project is a response to changes guidance counsellors and job seekers are facing. The
aims are to improve accessibility, attractiveness of guidance services, shorten waiting
periods, make counselling more approachable and improve contact between job seekers and
counsellors. These goals are intended to be achieved by creating E.guide online - an
integrated system with a selection of tools for identification and adaptation of competences,
necessary for the job seeking process. It offers reliable tools and methodological approaches
that enable efficient work with the users. With the permission of the job seeker, the
counsellors has access to the individual’s data and is able to help them trough a modular and
individual approach that will answer their specific needs and bridge the identified competence
gaps. The portal also contains many useful links not only for the users but also for the
counsellors.
Description: E.guide main objectives:
-To provide the counsellors with innovative, modern approach with quality tools and methods
by integrating numerous quality, innovative methodologies, approaches and products within a
modern, ICT based system;
-To improve the quality of the guidance services (faster, more efficient, quality reliable
assessment tools, better monitoring of job seekers’ activities, tailor-made training …) and
match them with labour market demands (competence model) to both and clients’ benefit;
-To improve the attractiveness and accessibility of guidance services (no waiting periods,
bringing guidance closer to individuals in time and place, better communication between job
seekers and counsellors ...).
E.guide main phases:
-Conduct a survey and obtain an extensive job seekers’ competence profile.
-Transfer, adapt and combine the materials and tools into a holistic E.guide system that will
consist of a toolkit and a support system for both counsellors and job seekers.
-Test the service, tools and methods on a sample target group (20 counsellors per country),
-Evaluate, optimize the product.
-Disseminate the results; also by ensuring compatibility with the existent guidance systems
and software to enable wide dissemination.
Long term effects:
E.guide will provide a new dimension to counselling, but also a more efficient way to prepare
training for job seekers. With transparency of competences and facilitation of life long learning
not only the counsellors’, but also the general efficiency and satisfaction (of employers’ and
employees’) will significantly increase.
Guidance counsellors will benefit from new and innovative approach and tools, greater
efficiency and quality of services, less stress and consequently higher satisfaction.
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Users – job seekers will be encouraged to undertake further training through the competence
based model and greater transparency and higher quality tailor-made training is facilitated for
them. Since the benefits for end users are substantial, the advantages for the entire economy
can be expected (higher employability, better career management and thus higher
productivity of employees.
After the project’s lifetime, regional and/or nation-wide integration of E.guide into the existing
guidance services in Slovenia, France and Sweden is expected.
Thèmes: *** Marché du travail
** Orientation professionnelle
* Formation ouverte et à distance
Sectors:
Types de Produit: Site Internet
Information sur le E.guide portal is an integrated system with a selection of tools for identification and adaptation
produit: of competences, necessary for the job seeking process. It offers reliable tools and
methodological approaches that enable efficient work with the users. With the permission of
the job seeker, the counsellors has access to the individual’s data and is able to help them
trough a modular and individual approach that will answer their specific needs and bridge the
identified competence gaps. The portal also contains many useful links not only for the users
but also for the counsellors. After the project’s lifetime, regional and/or nation-wide integration
of E.guide into the existing guidance services in Slovenia, France and Sweden is expected.
Page Web du projet: http://en.eguide-project.eu
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Contractant du projet
Nom:
Ville:
Pays/Région:
Pays:
Type d'organisation:
Site Internet:

Kadis d.o.o.
Ljubljana
Slovenija
SL-Slovénie
Entreprise de petite et de moyenne taille (jusqu'à 250 employés)
http://kadis.si

Personne de contact
Nom:
Adresse:
Ville:
Pays:

Ms. Valerija uek
Koprska 72
Ljubljana
SL-Slovénie

Téléphone:

+386 1 200 81 86

Fax:

+386 1 200 81 99

E-mail:
Site internet:

valerija@kadis.si
http://kadis.si
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Coordinateur
Nom:
Ville:
Pays/Région:
Pays:
Type d'organisation:
Site Internet:

Kadis d.o.o.
Ljubljana
Slovenija
SL-Slovénie
Entreprise de petite et de moyenne taille (jusqu'à 250 employés)
http://kadis.si

Personne de contact
Nom:
Adresse:
Ville:
Pays:

Ms. Valerija uek
Koprska 72
Ljubljana
SL-Slovénie

Téléphone:

+386 1 200 81 86

Fax:

+386 1 200 81 99

E-mail:
Site internet:

valerija@kadis.si
http://kadis.si
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